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 WALL RETURN INLETS

 
MANUAL INSTALLATION.

MODELS: 
F-201
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01050184 face ring

Assembly eyeball89130105
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SPARE PARTS LIS T : 

MODEL: F-201
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WALL RETURN INLETS

IMPORTANT: This instruction manual includes essential information on the safety 
measures to be implemented for installation and start-up. Therefore, the installer as well 
as the user must read the instructions beforestarting installation and start-up. 
Keep this manual for future reference.

1.- WALL RETURN INLET :

 

Return inlets are one of the most important pool fittings for a proper water recirculation.
Two different models of return inlets are available: Wall return and Floor return inlets.
Wall return inlets are specially

 

designed for those pools with skimmers, since the water 
recirculation in the pool is “horizontal” from the inlets to the skimmers.

 

On the other hand, the Floor return inlets are recommended to be installed in swimming pools 
with overflow channel. They prevent dirt from settling by lifting it towards the overflow, 
creating a “vertical” recirculation.

2.- INSTALLATION:
 

The positioning of the wall

 

return inlets is important in order to obtain a proper water 
recirculation and avoid any zone in the pool where water is not circulated

 
periodically. 

It is recommended to install the Wall return inlets in the opposite side of the skimmers, and
200 - 300 mm. depth from the water surface. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1

 
The flow rate required for the installation will determine the number of inlets needed. Three 

different diameters(14 mm, 20 mm and 25 mm) are available in the eye ball, so you can choose 

three different flow rates according the pool requirements:

Eyeball 14 mm Eyeball 20 mm Eyeball 25 mm
Flow rate 3 m3/h Flow rate 4.5 m3/h Flow rate 7 m3/h

Unthread the central piece where the eyeball is placed with one of the tools supplied, and with 
the other tool (small pipe with 20 mm from one side and 25 mm from the other side) and 
a hammer,  remove the unwanted parts of the eyeball(Fig. 2).

3.- MODELS:  
Concrete pools (Fig. 3)

F-201

 Imperial connections Pipe  1 1/5" or thread 2"

Fig. 3

Fig. 2
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